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QUESTION: 1
Which two statements are true for materialized views? (Choose two)

A. They must be built in the SYSTEM tablespace.
B. They can reduce the aggregation required for a query.
C. They are rebuilt with the ALTER VIEW . . . REBUILD command.
D. They can be created in a different tablespace than the base tables.
E. A container table stores the data for multiple materialized view objects.

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 2
What is found in the destination provided by the STANDBY_ARCHIVE_DEST
parameter?

A. Archive logs generated by the standby database.
B. Archive logs copied by the DBA from the primary site.
C. Archive logs copied automatically from the primary site.
D. Default destination for archiving in the event a current archive destination becomes
unavailable.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 3
In your environment, you want the procedure to use the user ’s own tables. In defining your
procedure, you should include a clause after the following code: CREATE PROCEDURE
local_update (table_name in VARCHAR2) Type in the correct key word to begin the
clause. Type only your answer. Do not type any extra words or characters.

Answer: AUTHID CURRENT_USER IS

QUESTION: 4
What is one of the benefits of system-managed locally managed tablespace, defined with
the AUTOALLOCATE option?
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A. All extents will be uniformly sized.
B. Rollback segments created in them automatically resize themselves.
C. You do not have to worry about the amount of free space available.
D. Neither the DBA nor the users have to concern themselves with storage parameters to
size the extents.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 5
A DBA now has the ability to mark certain blocks of a table as being corrupt. This will
enable a full table scan to skip over them. In order to achieve this, which command should
a DBA issue?

A. ALTER TABLE <table_name> MARK <block_id>;
B. SELECT*FROM <table_name> SKIP <block_id>;
C. Run the DBVERIFY utility on the relevant datafile
D. ALTER TABLESPACE <tablespace_name> MARK <block_id>;
E. EXECUTE DBMS_REPAIR.SKIP_CORRUPT_BLOCKS
(‘<schema_name>’, ‘<table_name>’)

Answer: E

QUESTION: 6
Why would you use the PL/SQL procedure DBMS_TTS.TRANSPORT_SET_CHECK?

A. To verify whether a set of tablespaces is self-contained.
B. To create and display the table TRANSPORT_SET_VIOLATIONS
C. To verify the consistency of a set of unplugged tablespaces.
D. To check whether a set of tablespaces was successfully transported.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 7
What is characteristic of autonomous transactions?
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A. They share resources with the calling transaction.
B. Committed changes in an autonomous transaction are visible to other transactions
(except possibly the calling transaction) regardless of whether the calling transaction
commits or rolls back.
C. Deadlocks between the autonomous transaction and its calling transaction are
previewed.
D. Savepoint names need to be unique between the calling transaction and the autonomous
transaction.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 8
Which tool, integrated with Oracle universal installer, can be used by third-party vendors to
install their products as art of an Oracle installation?

A. Oracle Software Packager.
B. Java Run-Time environment.
C. Database migration assistant.
D. Optimal flexible architecture.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 9
What can you see when querying V$LOGMNR_CONTENTS?

A. The SQL statement run and the old image.
B. The SQL statement run, and the new image.
C. Only the redo generated by the current schema.
D. The SQL statement run, and the relevant undo SQL statement.
E. The old image and the new image of the row that was modified.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 10
What happens during a complete refresh of a materialized view?
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